Abstract-Magnetoencephalography (MEG) is a noninvasive imaging method for localization of focal epileptiform activity in patients with epilepsy. This study investigates the cerebral functional abnormalities quantified by MEG coherence laterality in mesial temporal lobe epilepsy (mTLE). Resting state MEG data was analyzed using MEG coherence source imaging (MEG-CSI) method to determine the coherence in 54 anatomical sites in 12 adult mTLE patients and 12 age-and gender-matched controls. MEG coherence laterality, after Bonferroni adjustment, showed significant differences for right versus left mTLE in insular cortex and both lateral orbitofrontal and superior temporal gyri (p<0.025). None of these anatomical sites showed statistically significant differences in coherence laterality between right and left sides of controls. Coherence laterality was in agreement with the declared side of epileptogenicity in insular cortex (in 75% of patients) and both lateral orbitofrontal (83%) and superior temporal gyri (84%). Combining all significant laterality indices improved the lateralization accuracy to 92%. The proposed methodology for using MEG to investigate the abnormalities related to focal epileptogenicity and propagation can provide a further means of noninvasive lateralization.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over sixty-five million people worldwide [1] and three million people in the United States are diagnosed with epilepsy, 15 to 20% of which remain medically refractory in spite of antiepileptic medical therapy [2] . Mesial temporal lobe epilepsy (mTLE) is the most common form of surgically remediable focal epilepsy, accounting for 60 -75% of patients undergoing surgery for medically refractory epilepsy [3] . Intracranial electroencephalography (icEEG) optimizes localization of focal epileptogenicity, although it incurs great expense, and carries risks of infection, intracranial hemorrhage and elevated intracranial pressure [4] [5] [6] . This has inspired further work with noninvasive neuroimaging methods to provide better definition of focal epileptogenicity and obviate the need for invasive study in some patients and perhaps altogether [7, 8] .
Magnetoencephalography (MEG) is a noninvasive method of recording the magnetic fields that principally arise from intracellular electric currents flowing in active neurons [9, 10] . MEG is used clinically to localize interictal and, sometimes, ictal activity [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Abnormal transients and oscillations can be modeled to identify underlying sources. Synchronization of neuronal activity, a characteristic of epileptogenicity, can be quantified by coherence, a measure of the strength of functional interrelation between pairs of cerebrocortical regions. Use of EEG mean phase coherence has revealed that regions of highly coherent nodes in the cerebral cortex are adjacent to seizure onset zones [16] . During the interictal period, local increases in coherence between EEG electrodes have been reported [17] as well as increased levels of synchronization in the involved hemisphere [18] . It has been shown that MEG coherence source imaging (MEG-CSI) is more sensitive than the standard single equivalent dipole (ECD) model in lateralizing the site of epileptogenicity in mTLE patients [19] . By defining the coherence laterality measure, we hypothesize that MEG-CSI method can contribute more efficient to noninvasive lateralization of mTLE patients in an asymmetric fashion.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Patients and Treatment
Twelve consecutive adult patients with refractory TLE (five left, six females) who had undergone a whole head MEG system with 148 channels were selected for this study. Each had undergone inpatient video-electroencephalography, MRI, neuropsychological evaluation and intracarotid sodium amobarbital injection for evaluation of verbal memory capacity. Those lacking sufficient lateralization by this stage underwent further study by intracranially implanted electrodes for extraoperative electroencephalography. Patients were excluded if their MRI indicated cortical dysplasia, tumor, dilated ventricles or previous resection. Four patients had pathologically-proven hippocampal sclerosis. All patients underwent surgical resection and achieved an Engel class I outcome (i.e., seizure-free one year postoperatively). Twelve age-and gender-matched healthy control subjects without neurologic disorders underwent MEG study with the same parameters. [20] [21] [22] (http://www.megimaging.com). The data were forward and backward filtered using a 3-50Hz bandpass filter to remove 60Hz power supply signal, high frequency electronic noise, movement and synchronous breathing artifacts. In addition, Independent Component Analysis (ICA) was used to remove cardiac artifact from the MEG data and singular value decomposition (SVD) method was used to eliminate high amplitude artifacts associated with head, eye and mouth movement [23, 24] . All data were visually inspected for epileptic spikes. Raw data were reviewed by board-certified neurophysiologists. MEG-CSI, capable of source space analysis, was calculated using 10 minutes of resting state MEG data. These data were divided into 80 segments and analyzed by coherence cross-spectra between all active cortical sites separately for each 7.5-second segment of relatively uniform brain behavior [21, 22] . For these calculations, 20 fast Fourier transform (FFT) spectra with 2 Hz bin resolution between3 to 50 Hz, were generated for 0.5 seconds long data segments that were Hanning windowed and overlapped by 25%. For each of data segments, we isolated signals from neuronal sources using an ICA spatiotemporal decomposition method to correspond MEG spatial magnetic field patterns to one or a few spatially distinct compact sources [21, 22] . Finally, in order to obtain a final measure of connectivity, both real and imaginary components coherence spectra were averaged across time and frequency, to decrease the variance of the measured coherence across patients.
Application of MEG Coherence in Lateralization of mTLE
C. Gray Matter Model
To localize cortical source activation of epileptogenic activity, a model of gray matter was constructed for each individual's T1-weighted high-resolution volumetric MR image. We used a probabilistic brain atlas composed of 56 structures from manually delineated MRI data constructed by Shattuck et al. as a standard volumetric head model with each location specified in MNI305 coordinates. This atlas contains all cerebral lobes and, specifically, the right and left hippocampi, limbic gyri, insular cortices, caudate, putamen, cerebellum and brainstem. Excluding the cerebellum and brainstem reduced the number of anatomical regions to 27 in each cerebral hemisphere [25] (Table 1) . The realistic head model consisted of X-, Y-and Z-oriented dipoles at approximately 4000 locations to represent the same amount of gray matter identified in each individual's MR image. These MR images were coregistered with the individual's digitized head shape recorded at the time of MEG data collection.
D. MEG Coherence Laterality
We used the imaging results and the signal cross-spectrum to calculate the coherence between all pairings of each of the 54 cortical locations within each of the 24 frequency bins. Then, for each active source and each frequency, we calculated the average coherence with all other sources and averaged across the bandwidth of 3 to 50 Hz, ranging from 0 (no coherence) to 1 (highly coherent) [19, 20] . The localization of imaged brain activity is strongly dependent on the frequency bands with greatest power coherence imaging. When these coherence results are averaged across the full 10 minutes of data, only cortical sources that are consistently engaged in synchronous activity contribute to the final results. The MEG-CSI results were coregistered to individual volumetric MRI scans and areas of significant coherence were identified for each subject. The coherence laterality ℎ_ was computed to determine which hemisphere exhibited higher coherence over the entire time interval of spontaneous acquisition. It was calculated for each cortical site as: ℎ_ ( ) = ℎ( + 27) − ℎ( ) , = 1: 27 (1) where ℎ( ) and ℎ( + 27) represent the coherence for the site in the left and right hemispheres, respectively. A positive value indicates that a greater fraction of the right hemisphere was engaged in coherent activity of a cortical site compared to the left hemisphere on average for the patient across the 10 minutes of MEG data.
E. Statistical Analysis
Two-way repeated measures analysis of variance (RMANOVA) was used to examine the relationships of the MEG coherence laterality measurements with the brain regions (i.e., a repeated factor) and the mTLE laterality type (i.e., a fixed factor) [26] . Of particular interest were tests for interaction between a region and a laterality type, since a significant interaction would imply that separate one-way ANOVAs are required to assess mTLE laterality type.
For each region, one-way ANOVA on the mTLE laterality type was performed and multiple comparisons were addressed by Bonferroni adjustments for two pairwise comparisons between laterality types (p<0.05/2=0.025). However, the one-way ANOVAs were considered statistically significant only if the overall ANOVA F-test for all mTLE laterality types was also significant after a multiple comparisons adjustment (p<0.05/27=0.0019).
F. Lateralization Response-Driven Models
The statistically significant coherence laterality measures between the left and right mTLE cohorts were considered as multivariate independent variables and incorporated into the development of response-driven models of laterality using logistic function regression [27] . In order to assess how the multinomial logistic function generalized to an independent dataset and how accurately this response model performed in practice, a cross-validation was performed using the 'leaveone-out' approach [28] . The probability of detection on the test data was then calculated [29, 30] .
III. RESULTS
A. MEG Coherence Laterality
The ages of the male and female subjects across any of the right and left mTLE and control cohorts were statistically comparable. MEG-CSI identified epileptic network sites for each of the 12 mTLE patients (Fig. 1) . Two-way RMANOVA demonstrated significant interaction between regional and mTLE laterality type with coherence laterality measures (p<0.001). For controls, no single anatomical site showed a significant difference in coherence between the right and left sides. This finding is in concordance with the evidence that control subjects did not exhibit areas of high coherence during spontaneous MEG study [19] . For the insular cortex and the lateral orbitofrontal and superior temporal gyri, the overall ANOVA F-test in all mTLE laterality types was significant after Bonferroni adjustments (p< 0.0019). In t-tests between pairs of laterality types, the coherence laterality showed significant differences in insular cortex, and both lateral orbitofrontal and superior temporal gyri, for the right versus left mTLE cases (p<0.025; Figure 2a) . Figures 2b and 2c show the MEG mean coherence in the insular cortex and the lateral orbitofrontal and superior temporal gyri overlaid upon the MNI registered brain for the left and right mTLE patient cohorts, respectively.
B. mTLE Lateralization Models
The laterality was modeled by logistic regression of the MEG coherence laterality data in the insular cortex and the lateral orbitofrontal and superior temporal gyri. By averaging over 12 repetitions of leave-one-out cross validation, the probability of detection achieved 0.75±0.04, 0.83±0.04 and 0.84±0.02 for the laterality models of the insular cortex, the lateral orbitofrontal and superior temporal gyri, respectively. Combining the laterality measures in these three anatomical sites improved the probability of detection to 0.92±0.02, as compared to the generic MEG-CSI analysis [19] that identified the epileptogenic side for 75% of the cases under this study, which supports the findings in [19] .
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In the current study, we showed that the result of the lateralization model developed based on the coherence laterality in insular cortex, lateral orbitofrontal and superior temporal gyri was in agreement with the declared side of epileptogenicity for up to 92% of the mTLE cases. It has been shown that MEG-CSI provides clinicians with valuable information regarding surgical candidacy. We used the MEG-CSI method and the coherence laterality measure to analyze the ability to detect the side of epileptogenicity. In the past 10 years, developments in the computational analysis of source localization for MEG have advanced the ability for connectivity to be imaged directly within specific regions (i.e., source space), providing a better anatomical localization as well as greater ease for co-registering to the MRI data. The high temporal resolution of MEG allows for investigations of function and effective connectivity with millisecond precision. It is possible now to study the mechanisms by which information is exchanged across brain regions, including oscillatory and synchronized neuronal activity. Only a handful of MEG coherence studies using different inverse methods (i.e., dipoles, minimum norm or beamformers) to localize source space coherence have been performed in the past decade. MEG-CSI uses a current distribution technique, MR-FOCUSS, to image underlying sources based on a 10 minute resting state scan. It has been used to ascertain the laterality of epileptic networks in epilepsy patients where highly coherent activity was found in epileptic neural networks while control subjects lacked similar manifestations [19] . It has been shown to provide targets for successful surgical resection with a detection rate of 77% of the patients who had high coherence in the area of the later resection [19] . The novelty of the current work relative to MEG-CSI is that it improves lateralization accuracy by defining coherence laterality indices from the previously proposed coherence measures [19] and by combining significant laterality indices into an integrated model. More recently, Englot et al used a beamforming technique to image underlying sources and studied regional and global functional connectivity of MEG coherence in patients with epilepsy, based on a one-minute resting state scan [31] . An Engel class I outcome was seen in 87.5% of patients where increased connectivity was found in the region of the later resection. With increasingly sophisticated signal processing methods and the use of multimodal neuroimaging and neurophysiological biomarkers, noninvasive investigational techniques may ultimately supplant invasive monitoring as a means of localizing focal epileptogenicity and establishing surgical candidacy. 
